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Introduction: This Incomperable Lande
by Maurice O'Sullivan
aking their cue from Michael Gannon, Florida's historians
are fond of pointing out that by the time Jamestown was
founded, St. Augustine was ready for urban renewal. Our
state's literary scholars add that long before the Virginia Company
established Jamestown, Florida already had an extensive library
of works in three languages. From the beginning, that linguistic
diversity would mark the region's literary tradition. While many
of the earliest works about Florida, from Alvar Nunez Cabeza de
Vaca's La Relaci6n (popularly known as Naufragios) in 1542 to the
Gentleman of Elvas' history of DeSoto's expedition in 1557, were
in Spanish, other works appeared in French and English as the
world's colonial powers jockeyed for control of what appeared to
be the gateway to North America.
When Jean Ribault, the charismatic leader of the first Huguenot
expedition to Florida in 1562, returned to France, he found himself in
the center of a religious war sparked by the Massacre at Vassy. Fleeing
to England, he published an account of his voyage as The "Whole and
TrueDiscouerye of Terra Florida in (London: Roulabd Hall, 1563), partly
as an attempt to draw the support of English Protestants for Huguenot
colonies. Mter an audience with Queen Elizabeth, however, he was
detained in the Tower of London, suspected of being a French spy.
Ribault's description of La Florida offers an idyllic portrait
of an "incomperable lande" (73), a new home that would be
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"the fairest, frutefullest and plesantest of all the worlde" (72).
While many of those who imagined the New World used such
language, most of those who actually visited tempered their
language. Ribault is unusual in his unqualified praise for both
the land and its inhabitants: "They be all naked and of a goodly
stature, mighty, faire and as well shapen and proportioned of
bodye as any people in all the worlde, very gentill, curtious and
of a good nature" (69).
Nicholas Le Challeux, a master carpenter and lay preacher
on the second Huguenot expedition in 1564, offers a far different
vision of paradise than Ribault's. That second expedition, led by
the far less charismatic Rene Goulaine de Laudonniere, established
Fort de la Caroline, which, in turn, caused Philip II of Spain to send
Pedro Menendez de Aviles to destroy the Huguenot settlement and
establish St. Augustine. Mter their defeat, the surviving French
returned to Dieppe. There , in 1565, Le Challeux wrote the first
American poem, or at least the first poem written by someone
known to have been in North America.
In his octet of frustration, Le Challeux described returning
"sec & arid/ Et abbatu de pourete" (dry and arid and worn out by
rot). Mter Menendez shattered the Huguenots' Edenic vision of
a safe haven for French Protestants who could remain loyal to the
crown but far enough away from their countrymen to be safe from
religious persecution, a disillusioned Le Challeux believed that the
only good he had gained from his Florida quest is a "beau baston
blanc en rna main" (a lovely white stick in my hand), the perfect
souvenir for a carpenter.
Those competing visions of a paradise and a paradise lost would
become the enduring theme of Florida's literature. Both visions
center on nature and both stem from the competing narratives
at the beginning of Genesis, the opening book of the one text
common among all colonial powers. Those narratives create two
sets of dialogues which stem from the very different portraits of
Eden in the first three chapters of Genesis.
Biblical scholars generally accept the documentary hypothesis,
an assumption that the first five books -of the Bible resulted from
at least four separate narratives, edited into a single text. The
first story of Eden (Genesis 1:1 - 2:4a) describes a universalized,
idealized world, emphasizing effortless regeneration and limitless
possibilities. In this vision, God finds everything good, encourages
growth and establishes man as the center of the world.
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol89/iss4/3
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The second account (Genesis 2:4b - 2:25) offers a radical
change of tone . It focuses less on possibilities than on boundaries:
economic, geographic, political, and personal. Rather than having
unlimited control of an ever-expanding bounty, humans must
learn to achieve harmony with the limits in both the physical world
and themselves. The first vision offers endless opportunities for
the tourist and developer, a world of boundless, unrestricted riches
and fulfillment; the second calls for care and caution, the world
of the preservationist and farmer, the promise of hope with the
possibility of failure .
As Florida has flourished, it has attracted people with both
visions: those who see only an abundance of riches that can quickly
fulfill all our needs and desires, and those who see enormous
potential which needs to be carefully nurtured, cultivated and
preserved. The former believe in regeneration and renewal without
effort; the latter in growth and awareness through sustained effort.
While both groups use the same language in describing Florida,
their visions of paradise are often at odds.
And that conflict often begets another one in a second set
of dialogues. All idealists, those like Ribault with a prelapsarian
vision who see Florida as a paradise, whether one easily plucked
or slowly realized, regularly face the disillusioned, Le Challeux,
the postlapsarians who believe that paradise has already been
lost. While an exuberant Lafcadio Hearn and a sporting Ernest
Hemingway may celebrate Florida's pleasures, John Muir and
Matjory Stoneman Douglas warn us that those pleasures are finite.
In our popular culture a coven of noir and absurdist novelists
from Brett Halliday and John D. MacDonald to Harry Crews and
Carl Hiaasen record- and at times revel in- the effects of lost
innocence in the aging towns along Florida's coasts or on the dark
streets of post-Modernist Miami.
The four essays presented in this issue of the Florida Historical
Quarterly are the latest voices to engage in these dialogues about
our state's literary traditions. In exploring parallels between the
newly published A Trip to Florida for Health and Sport (originally
written in 1855) and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings' The Yearling (1938),
Kathryn Lee Seidel finds that the patterns that emerge from these
works have been deeply influenced by classic genres, coming-ofage stories and hunting narratives. The traditions of those genres
create a remarkable similarity between the novels. As the two boys
at the center of these works deal with the challenge of becoming
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men, for example, each also imagines the possibility of having a
fawn as a pet.
George Morgan, the relatively wealthy, urban young hero of
Cyrus Parkhurst Condit's 1855 novel, comes to Florida primarily for
his health, imagining the new state as a regenerative paradise. Over
the course of what is clearly a fictionalized version of its twenty-five
year old author's journals and letters, George gains an increasingly
deeper understanding of and confidence in himself as his growing
skill in hunting and fishing give him dominion over this idealized
new world. Almost a century later, in 1938, Rawlings' Jody Baxter
lives in a far more complex and limited paradise. In negotiating
the boundaries of his cracker world, J ody comes to recognize that
maturity involves choice and sacrifice.
The private practice of keeping journals, popular among
Florida's antebellum visitors, evolved into a post-war tradition of
travel letters from the South published for Northern audiences.
Harriet Beecher Stowe's letters about her life in Mandarin,
published in the Christian Union newspaper, became so popular that
she gathered them into the book Palmetto L eaves (1873). As Florida
became a popular and convenient frontier for Northerners, the
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad even commissioned the reluctant but
poor poet Sidney Lanier to write a literary travel guide, Florida: Its
Scenery, Climate and History ( 18 75) .
Jesus Mendez discusses the work of one of the more popular
and prolific of those travel writers, William Drysdale, a writer for
the august New York Times. Mendez perfectly captures the shifting
focus of both Drysdale's work and Florida's public appeal in the
title of his article, "From Adventure Travel to Leisure Tourism."
Like Condit, Drysdale found Florida an ideal site for both pursuing
adventures (fishing, alligator hunting, sailing) and restoring his
health. Where Condit's A Trip to Florida for H ealth and Sport offers
a lush, natural, pristine Eden, however, Drysdale celebrates the
improved Florida created by entrepreneurs like Henry Flagler and
Henry Plant. Like the genial developer played by Alan King in john
Sayles' Sunshine State (2002), Drysdale appears to prefer "nature on
a leash."
In his essay on George Allan England, Philip Levy discusses a
spiritual and literary heir to William Drysdale. Despite a strong
dose of Anglophobia, Drysdale's work has a marked racial cast and
tends to portray the value of the Yankee work ethic and the positive
influences of what he regarded as mature , colonial cultures on less
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developed cultures. Best known as a popular science fiction writer
and an unsuccessful politician, George Allan England became an
extraordinarily popular visitor to Key West. An ardent socialist and
anti-capitalist, his utopian vision was highly exclusive and narrowly
focused; it excluded minorities and worshipped technology.
In suggesting that Key West appealed to England as a potential
micro-utopia, Levy examines the boosterism that made the
writer a local celebrity. Fueling England's fascination with our
southernmost city was his admiration for the growing technology
that provided increased access to it and the island's potential of
proving that Anglo-Saxon ingenuity could tame even tropical
climates. Levy creates a remarkable study of a complex but deeply
flawed enthusiast, a socialist who not only revered the products of
gritty capitalism, but also admired the way Anglo-Saxon imperialism
imposed civilization on tropical cultures.
In 1928, the year after George Allan England settled into
Key West, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and her husband, Charles,
purchased an orange grove and moved to Cross Creek. One of
the state's literary icons, Rawlings found her voice as she struggled
for acceptance among her neighbors, both white and black. While
George Allan England never attempted to question his strong sense
of racial superiority-his most famous work, the trilogy Darkness
and Dawn (1912-14) ends with a racial genocide-Rawlings spent
much of her life in Florida working through the assumptions about
race that she brought to Cross Creek. Just as her friendships at
the Creek taught her the depth and dignity of her neighbors, her
relationships with her African-American employees helped her reevaluate her values.
Once her vision of a simple, pastoral life among Florida orange
trees faded with the realities of a remote farm life, realities that
drove her husband back north, she found her new world spiritually
transformative. As Rebecca Sharpless shows in her marvelously
detailed description of Martha Mickens' complex association with
Rawlings, part of Rawlings' transformation involved developing
relationships she could probably never have imagined as a privileged
child in Washington, D.C., as a sorority sister at the University of
Wisconsin, or as author of the "Songs of the Housewife" column
for the RochesterJournal.
All of these essays reflect how powerfully the southernmost
state has shaped its writers, and how profoundly it has been shaped
by its writers. Florida has always been as much a state of mind as
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a geographic location. Even those authors who are now rarely
read, like William Drysdale and George Allan England, helped
to define a paradise of leisure and possibility that attracted waves
of Northern tourists from the end of the Civil War to the Great
Depression. And those tourists expected to find the idealized Eden
that had been described for them, a world slightly exotic but safe,
the kind of world comfortable enough for a New York Times writer
but interesting enough for a technological utopian.
Like all crises, the financial troubles that struck the state in the
late 1920s and early 1930s, especially the bursting of the Florida
land bubble, followed quickly by a series of catastrophic hurricanes,
gave writers a chance to re-define Florida. Marjorie Rawlings used
that opportunity to alter the public perception of cracker culture.
Her characters could finally escape the comic stereotype they had
been locked in since the Civil War. And the year before her Pulitzer
Prize winning novel The Yearling appeared, two other landmark
Florida novels were published: Ernest Hemingway's To Have and
Have Not (1937), his only novel set largely in the United States,
and Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937).
Like Nicholas Le Challeux, Hemingway's Harry Morgan watches
the small Eden he has built for himself collapse. Hurston, on the
other hand, introduces inJanie Crawford a woman who, like Jean
Ribault, refuses to let anyone destroy the paradise she has created
in her heart and memories. All we ever know about the future of
our literature is that, like paradise itself, it will always renew itself.
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